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ABSTRACT 
Search User Interfaces (SUIs) are the gateway between a user with a task to complete and the                 
tremendous amount of data accessible on the web. Designing SUIs is therefore essential to ensure web                
accessibility, internet neutrality and to enable easy navigation online. The trending query method             
users have come to expect is to be able to get results fast using simple keyword queries. Therefore this                   
is the method that popular search engines, for example Google, Bing and Yahoo utilizes. As most user                 
scenarios do not require much control by the users, the control and responsibility to find relevant                
results is generally left to the search engines. In this research project an attempt to find user scenarios                  
where the users would benefit from getting the control back was made. A new query method for SUIs                  
aimed at achieving this was investigated, given the name ‘tailored keyword search’ for the purposes of                
this research project. Hence, the research project aimed to find user scenarios which might benefit               
from the tailored keyword search when querying a web search engine, and the possible benefits and                
limitations it might entail to them. The research project is based on a user study in the form of                   
task-based interviews focused on the participants perceptions of the prototype, focusing on the             
usability criterias learnability and efficiency. The study found that the tailored keyword search does              
inflict a feeling of control to its users. Furthermore, the sense of control was found to aid internet                  
accessibility by not forcing a navigation path upon the users. The users saw great opportunity in being                 
able to clarify the importance of each keyword. The limitations entailed a much slower searching               
process compaired to the regular keyword search, and a steep learning curve. 
 

SAMMANFATTNING 
Användargränssnittet för en webbaserad sökmotor är porten mellan en användare med ett problem att 
lösa och den enorma mängden data som finns på internet. Att designa sådana användargränssnitt är 
därför grundläggande för att kunna tillgodose tillgänglighet, neutralitet och enkel navigering på 
webben. Den populäraste sökmetoden för webbaserade sökmotorer, och den metod som användarna 
har kommit att förvänta sig, är en enkel nyckelordssökning. Därför är det just denna metod som 
populära sökmotorer som till exempel Google, Bing och Yahoo använder sig utav. Eftersom de flesta 
användarscenariorna inte kräver mycket särskilt mycket kontroll av användaren lämnas istället 
kontrollen och ansvaret att hitta relevanta resultat till sökmotorerna. I detta forskningsprojekt gjordes 
ett försök att hitta användarscenarion där användarna istället skulle ha fördel av att ta tillbaka 
kontrollen från sökmotorn. En ny sökmetod med syfte att just återge kontrollen till användarna 
undersöktes därför, denna fick namnet ‘skräddarsydd nyckelordssökning’ för ändamålet av detta 
forskningsprojekt.  Således ämnade forskningsprojektet att hitta användarscenarion som skulle ha 
fördel av den skräddarsydda nyckelordssökningen när man söker i webbaserade sökmotorer, samt 
vilka för- och nackdelarna den kan tänkas medföra till dessa. Forskningsprojektet är baserat på en 
användares studie i form av övningsbaserade intervjuer fokuserade på användarbarhetskriterierna 
lärbarhet och effektivitet. Forskningsprojektet fann att den skräddarsydda nyckelordssökningen gav 
användarna en känsla av kontroll. Dessutom ansågs kontrollen hjälpa tillgängligheten på webben 
genom att inte tvinga användarna in på en viss bana.  Användarna såg stor möjlighet i att kunna 
klargöra betydelsen av varje sökord. Nackdelarna innefattade en betydligt långsammare sökprocess än 
med den vanliga nyckelordssökningen, samt en brant inlärningskurva. 
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ABSTRACT 
Search User Interfaces (SUIs) are the gateway between a user          
with a task to complete and the tremendous amount of data           
accessible on the web. Designing SUIs is therefore essential to          
ensure web accessibility, internet neutrality and to enable easy         
navigation online. The trending query method users have come to          
expect is to be able to get results fast using simple keyword            
queries. Therefore this is the method that popular search engines,          
for example Google, Bing and Yahoo utilizes. As most user          
scenarios do not require much control by the users, the control and            
responsibility to find relevant results is generally left to the search           
engines. In this research project an attempt to find user scenarios           
where the users would benefit from getting the control back was           
made. A new query method for SUIs aimed at achieving this was            
investigated, given the name ‘tailored keyword search’ for the         
purposes of this research project. Hence, the research project         
aimed to find user scenarios which might benefit from the          
tailored keyword search when querying a web search engine, and          
the possible benefits and limitations it might entail to them. The           
research project is based on a user study in the form of task-based             
interviews focused on the participants perceptions of the        
prototype, focusing on the usability criterias learnability and        
efficiency. The study found that the tailored keyword search does          
inflict a feeling of control to its users. Furthermore, the sense of            
control was found to aid internet accessibility by not forcing a           
navigation path upon the users. The users saw great opportunity in           
being able to clarify the importance of each keyword. The          
limitations entailed a much slower searching process compaired to         
the regular keyword search, and a steep learning curve. 

Keywords 
Search user interfaces, Search engines, Human-Computer      
Interaction, user experience 

Definitions 
SUI - Search User Interface 
HCI - Human Computer Interaction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Search User Interfaces (SUIs) are the gateway between        

a user with a task to complete and the tremendous amount of data             
stored in any database. Deciding upon the most relevant data is           
therefore a serious challenge. In order to rule out irrelevant          
portions of the data it is crucial for SUIs to allow it’s users to              
formulate queries so that the intention behind them becomes as          
clear as possible to the search engine. There is therefore an           
interest to how SUIs are designed and the method by which user            
inputs her search question (query) [17].  

Cornell University developed the first computerized      
search engine SMART (Salton’s Magical Automatic Retriever of        
Text) in the 1960’s, with the simple idea of taking a query string,             
match it against a collection of documents, then calculate a set of            
relevant results and display them in a list. All of today’s major            
internet search engines, for example Google, Amazon, and Bing         
are following Salton’s basic blueprint [18].  

Even though the idea behind search engine functionality        
is the same, user interest and demands have shifted since the           
1960’s. Studies point to a trend where users expect to be able to             
get results fast using simple keyword queries and get the answer           
without having to browse through a collection of documents [21,          
23]. Therefore the approach used by popular search engines to          
provide an answer not only based on the query, but also based on             
personal search history, popular demand, machine learning, and        
so on is satisfactory for popular interest [5]. The user relies on the             
search engine to generate a relevant result based on the formulated           
query. However, the users' lack of control and knowledge in terms           
of how these search engines decide relevancy of the results can be            
experienced as them being forced upon a navigation path that they           
do not fully understand [5].  

Without a full understanding of the users’ purpose for         
searching on the web, a search engine can only return a set of             
matches to a query, making a guess at the underlying information           
needed. The queries do not generally give search engines enough          
information to completely remove the ambiguity of the query. In          
order to change this, the query needs to be disambiguated and           
expanded so asto return better results [6]. Therefore, the query          
input made by the user is generally automatically completed in          
popular search engines using information based on search history         
and popular demands which generally draws the relevancy of the          
result towards popular demand. Furthermore, popular search       
engines profit from advertising which can mean that more         
relevant results are presented as less relevant than advertised         
results. Thus, this is a bias and further reduces the control the user             
has in terms of determining relevant results. As such, the          

 

 



 

generation of these resuls is beyond the user's control. Since the           
users’ prior knowledge and the query input into the search engine           
are so important for determining relevancy it might be worth          
exploring methods of letting the user herself disambiguate her         
query. 

As the use of online search engines is one of the most            
used services online it is important to address the centrality of           
web accessibility. Web search engines are essential for        
independent information access, therefore the means of how the         
search engine operates in terms of result relevancy calculations is          
not to be taken lightly [8]. Neutrality on the internet is also            
another current issue where Google, for example, have been         
accused of manipulating search results in Google Search and         
thereby penalizing competitors and privileging other Google       
products rather than presenting the most relevant results [1]. In          
contrast to Google Search, which makes use of personal data in           
order to personalize the generated results, another search engine,         
DuckDuckGo, distinguishes itself from Google Search by not        
profiling its users and then using these profiles to influence the           
results generated. Rather than debating the use of personal data in           
a search engine relevancy calculation, this research project will         
focus on how the users can themselves personalize their search          
results with the help of an alternative query method.  

An alternative query method for search engines will be         
examined in this research project. Whether the query method         
could provide more understanding to the end-user on how the          
search relevancy is being calculated, and if the method is usable in            
personalizing the results was examined. The results of the study          
act as a guideline to search user interface developers by clarifying           
the importance of providing the user with understanding and         
knowledge when searching for information on the Web, as well as           
suggesting a new query method personalize results without using         
personal data, rather than automating and using hidden algorithms         
to determine relevant results. 

2. THEORY 
In this section the theoretical approach to the research         

topic is presented. Following is the definition of the research          
problem which the theoretical approach concludes in. 

2.1 Web accessibility 
In order to maintain the web accessible it is important to           

grant control to its users. Without control data can not be           
personally reviewed and selected by the user. Therefore it can be           
argued that popular search engines are conflicting with the users’          
web accessibility when, for example, displaying ads or when         
using data from other sources than the user herself to calculate           
results. 

W3C’s Web Accessibility Initiative (WAI) states that       
web accessibility implies that all people, including people with         
disabilities, should be able to perceive, understand, navigate,        
interact and contribute to the web without hindrance [9]. Search          
engines are one of the most used services online and are being            
used by a wide user group including adults and children, men and            
women [11]. The purpose of a search engine is to ‘crawl’ the web             
and sort and select its content [19]. In the information driven           
society that we live in, search engines are therefore fundamental          
to selfdetermined and independent living [11].  

In the context of evaluating the accessibility of web         
search engines, research has mainly focused on the quality and          
structure of search engine results and the search engines’ indices          

[11]. The research typically focuses on effectiveness of        
information retrieval and the topicality of the results in         
system-centered research [12, 13]. Less research has been        
conducted evaluating the interfaces of web search engines. The         
research that has been made often focuses on disabilities, for          
example Charles Oppenheim and Karen Selby [19] and later         
Patrizia Andronico, Marina Buzzi, Carlos Castillo and Barbara        
Leporini [2] have aimed to improve the usability of web search           
engines for visually impaired people. 

Friederike Kerkmann and Dirk Lewandowski stated that       
from the users’ point of view, the most relevant parts of web            
search engines are the home page including a query input box, and            
the result page. Furthermore, Kerkmann and Lewandowski have        
noted a tendency that more and more people have become aware           
of privacy and data protection and therefore become interested in          
terms of use for search engines [11].  

Internet neutrality is closely related to Web       
accessibility, and is defined by a single principle that governments          
and internet service providers, such as search engines for         
example, should follow: all online data should be treated the same           
without any form of discrimination [20]. This principle is a          
constant subject of debate since a side effect of internet neutrality           
is that data that can be considered to be, for example, unethical, or             
it might even be illeagal, should have the same right to exist on             
the Internet as all other data. The debate is therefore about           
whether or not to maintain internet neutrality or if some level of            
internet censorship should be allowed.  

2.2 Search user interface design 
How web search user interfaces are designed can impact         

how the user uses the search engine and is therefore related to web             
accessibility and web neutrality. If the user is unable to use the            
search engine as intended, it will be impossible for the user to            
benefit from it. Max Wilson suggests six disciplines that are          
closely affiliated to SUI design: user experience, human-computer        
interaction (HCI), graphic design, information retrieval,      
information-seeking and library & information science (see Figure        
1) [21].  

 

Figure 1.  The six disciplines affiliated to SUI design [21]. 

All six disciplines share a consideration for ten general design          

 

 



 

principles in development of search user interfaces suggested by         
Jakob Nielsen and Rolf Molich: 

 

1. Visibility – Keeping the user informed about what is happening           
at any one time. 

2. Language – Prioritise and describe what is happening in          
language that the user expects.  

3. Control and Freedom – It is important not to block users into a              
hole or fixed pathway, but UIs should instead provide users with           
the ability to easily recover from mistakes, or to change their           
plans. 

4. Consistency – It is a good idea to follow conventions in design             
and consistently describe things in the same way.  

5. Error Prevention – Designers can help users by making it hard            
to do unproductive things. This is related to Control and Freedom           
except that UIs should try to help users avoid needing to undo            
their actions in the first place.  

6. Support Recognition – It is helpful for users not to have to             
remember what they have done or need to do. 

7. Flexibility and Efficiency – Although many user interfaces are          
designed to be intuitive for first time users, it is also important to             
make sure expert users can do things more efficiently when they           
do not need the help.  

8. Aesthetics and Minimalism – Clear design makes it easy to           
understand what to do next.  

9. Clear error messages – Error messages should be clear and           
informative to make sure the user knows what to do next. 

10. Help and documentation - Providing instructions on how to          
best use the search engine, and terms of use. [16, 17] 

 

The language (1) and visibility (2) are closely related to the WAI,            
as being able to perceive and understand are key factors to web            
accessibility. The fourth and eight are design related, and were          
considered for the prototype used to present the query method to           
the users. Error prevention in the form of spell-checking are          
possible features, but was not implemented in the prototype. The          
third point of control and freedom is highly relevant to this study            
due to its connection to both web accessibility and since the users’            
capability to control it is of high interest to the research question..            
Not granting freedom and control to users of search engines          
would be a violation of the WAI principles since it would harm its             
users capability to navigate the internet. However, while        
providing the user with more control in terms of querying a           
database might benefit some user-cases, it might be unnecessary         
for popular demand [5]. The sixth point could encourage         
developers to add intelligent solutions like suggested queries        
based on personal data, like for example prior personal searches          
or popular interest, to guide their users towards an answer, it           
might in the same time keep them from more relevant answers [5,            
21]. This research project would like to investigate where the line           
should be drawn in order to emphasize personalization through         
user input rather than through automated choices made based on          
personal data. 

As mentioned, popular search engines are satisfactory       
for regular use, however for some user-cases more flexibility is          
required in order to make the search engine an efficient tool [5].            
The query method suggested in this research project is therefore          

targeted towards expert users that might have a special need for           
personalizing search engine queries. What those user cases are is          
something that this research project aims to answer. 

2.3 Keyword search 
A well thoughout interface design alone is not enough         

to make the search experience successful and accessible. The         
method of which how the user formulates a query in the SUI is             
also key to accessibility. It should therefore be of essence to           
provide the user with control by supplying a query method with           
which the user can emphasize her own personal purpose of the           
search rather than searching for popular interests. 

The method that the most popular online search engines         
are using, and the method that most users have come to expect, is             
the keyword search [5]. Keyword search lets the user input          
keywords into a single input box, from which the search engine           
can calculate results. Information Seeking (IS) is defined as the          
resolution of an information need [23]. Users of search engines          
typically recognise a need, formulate a query, evaluate the results,          
and complete their task [21]. The most popular web search          
engines in terms of user traffic are Google, Bing and Yahoo (April            
2017) [24]. Even though the interface design varies in all these           
different cases, the query method is the same for all three search            
engines. The query is delivered from the user to the search engine            
using a single input box, and users generally submit two to three            
words in each query [21].  

Wilson breaks the features of a search engine into four          
groups (seen in Figure 2) [21]: 

 

● Input - features that allow the user to express what they           
are looking for. 

● Control - features that help the user modify, refine,         
restrict or expand their Input. 

● Informational - features that provide results or       
information about results. 

● Personalisable - features that relate specifically to users        
and their previous interactions.  

 

 

Figure 2. The Google SUI (2011) divided into Wilson’s four 
categories: Input as Red (including features #1 and #8), 

Control as Green (#4–#7, #9), Informational as Blue (#2, #3, 
#10,#11), and Personalisable as Yellow (#12–#14) [21]. 

 

The keyword search entails that there is something which is          

 

 



 

"input", in other words the method of how the user formulates the            
query they believe will generate a desired result from the SUI.           
The input field can withhold many feature in itself, which can           
provide personalization options. For example, Google Search       
offers different commands for the user to better describe what is           
being searched for. For example, using citation marks ensures that          
a phrase is considered rather than just each keyword individually,          
a minus sign exclude words or phrases, using ”OR” between two           
keywords/phrases enables a logical or-operator that returns results        
with one or both words/phrases. However, research has showed         
that merely about ten percent of the searches on Google Search           
are using these commands [21]. 

2.3.1 Tailored keyword search 
‘Tailored keyword search’ is the name given by the         

author to the query method evaluated in this research project. The           
name was given due to the fact that the user specifies the            
importance of each keyword and thereby the query becomes         
personalized (tailored) to the users’ personal needs. The tailored         
keyword search, the algorithm used to calculate relevancy based         
on it, was provided to the author by the research principal Rely IT.  

Unlike the regular keyword search, the tailored keyword        
search combines both ‘Control’ and ‘Personalisable’ of Wilson's        
four groups [21] into the ‘Input’ group. Unlike a regular keyword           
search which only provides a single input field for the query, the            
tailored keyword search separates each keyword of a query and          
lets the user assign one weight variable to them respectively. The           
weight variable corresponds to the importance of the keyword it is           
appointed to in the current search. Thereby the user is able to            
modify and restrict their input directly in the input field, and           
personalize it through the weight variable. 

2.4 Problem definition 
Popular web search engines are often taking impersonal        

information in consideration when calculating relevant results, for        
example like popular demand or ads. An option of emphasizing          
personal needs through the search query would possibly        
complement the lack of internet neutrality and web accessibility         
that impersonal relevancy calculations implicates. The research       
project was aiming to understand under what circumstances a user          
of a web search engine might have a need to gain control over             
how the query affects the search engine’s relevancy calculations.         
By suggesting a query method where it is possible to describe the            
importance of each keyword, it was investigated if the method did           
in fact provide a perception of control to the user. Prior studies            
have showed that it is desirable by users to be able to query             
databases with simple keywords [22], which would suggest that         
providing the users with more responsibility in terms of deciding          
upon how relevancy should be calculated requires too much of an           
effort for most user cases. Therefore the interest of this research           
project was to explore how and when this effort can be perceived            
as reasonable by the user, in other words what the user case would             
have to entail in order to prefer the suggested query method rather            
than a method where the relevancy calculations are completely         
left to the search engine. 

The ethical perspective of this research project is        
highlighting the importance of availability and user control to         
navigate on the web. The theory that this research project wanted           
to approach was that the query method, which is the method of            
which the user navigates the web through a search engine, is           
extremely important to ensure accessibility on the web. Hence, the          
idea that this research project holds is that a query method which            

grants the users control in terms of options to personalize search           
queries ensures that the results are ethical. 

Today the web is the data source of choice to alot of            
people around the world. Therefore navigating the web is one of           
the fundamental needs of human beings. By providing a query          
method to navigate the web which ensures control through         
personalization to its users it can simplify the search of data. Since            
equity through access to key services is one of the principles           
behind social sustainability, this research project was aiming        
emphasize the part which web search engines are playing in          
maintaining just that [14]. 

In summary, the focus of the project was to determine if           
the suggested query method was perceived by the users to be           
offering control in terms of impacting the relevancy calculations,         
for which user cases the suggested query method might be viable,           
and which benefits and limitations the suggested query method         
might bring to the users.  

2.4.1 Research question 
What are the possible benefits and limitations of providing the          
user of a web search engine with more responsibility in terms of            
deciding the relevance of each keyword of a query? 

3. METHOD 
In this section the method of data collection and data          

analysis is presented. The study is an user evaluation of the           
introduced query method “tailored keyword search”. The       
evaluation is based on qualitative, semi-structured, and task-based        
interviews. Semi-structured interviews refer to interviews that       
follow the same guidelines but additional questions to follow up          
answers were raised. The definition of qualitative research offered         
by Paul Nchoji Nkwi, Isaac K. Nyamongo, and Gery Wayne Ryan           
[18], stating that qualitative research involves “data that do not          
indicate ordinal values”. 

3.1 Pre-study 
As a pre-study two interviews were conducted in order         

to give a reference point to how users generally use popular           
search engines (for example Google Search), and their opinion of          
the keyword search. The two pre-study interviews did not involve          
any tasks due to the fact that both participants were already           
familiar with Google Search. The interviews were semi-structured        
and the participants were recruited through the research principal         
under the premise that they were prior familiar with web search           
engines (for example Google Search). 

The two interviews suggested that the users’ habits of         
using the regular keyword search in popular search engines might          
be an obstacle to introducing an alternative query method and          
hinder adoption especially if the query method was too         
complicated and difficult to learn. Also, the two interviews         
suggested that showing users that an alternative query method         
would imply better efficiency would be a way to persuade users to            
make the effort of learning a new query method. Therefore, the           
research project was delimited to the two usability criterias         
learnability and efficiency. Nielsen defines the two usability        
components as follows [15]: 

 

● Learnability - How easy the system being evaluated is         
to learn enough for a user to use it efficiently. 

● Efficiency - Once a user have learned how the system          
works, the user should be able to use it with a high level             

 

 



 

of productivity. 

 

3.2 Data collection 
The sole purpose of the research project was to         

introduce the tailored keyword search, and not for the users to           
evaluate the performance of the search engine. The structure of          
each user evaluation was as follows: firstly the participant         
conducted the pre-defined tasks to familiarize with the tailored         
keyword search. Secondly, the interviews were conducted to        
assess the generally learnability and effectiveness of the tailored         
keyword search. 

Seven interviews were conducted (excluding the      
pre-study interviews), which lays within the span suggested by         
Greg Guest, Arwen Bunce, and Laura Johnson [7] which states          
that saturation of data occurs after six to twelve interviews. Four           
of the participants were male and three were female. Having an as            
even gender balance as possible was important since the focus of           
the research project was not gender related. By having a gender           
balance it was ensured that the results were not gender specific.           
The participants were all recruited either through the research         
principal or through Facebook, both under the premise that they          
were prior familiar with web search engines (for example Google          
Search). All participants were on beforehand unfamiliar with the         
tailored keyword search. The participants were however familiar        
with the regular keyword search through the use of popular search           
engines like Google, Bing and Yahoo. It was estimated that the           
participants used one or more of the popular search engines          
several times per week. Each interview lasted between 30 and 50           
minutes and where recorded, with permission from each        
participant, for the sole purpose of the data analysis. Some          
experiments, where the users were supposed to use the tailored          
keyword search over a longer duration of time in their daily           
living, could have been interesting. However, this was not         
possible for the extent of this research project. 

In order to complement the interview questions and        
providing each participant with a chance to fully understand the          
query method, each participant got to perform three tasks in the           
SUI after which the interview questions followed. Having to         
explain a query method verbally and using a prototype without          
affecting the interview participants' perception of the query        
method was a challenge. The prototype was constructed with         
simplicity in mind to focus maintain focus on the input features,           
since it is responsible of the query. To further ensure that only the             
input features was kept in focus the users were only set to conduct             
pre-defined tasks. Furthermore, the interview questions only       
regarded the query method. Letting the participants further        
familiarize themselves with the query method and combining        
additional interviews with observations could have been       
reasonable. The results however are still valid, but it should be           
underlined that the data collected gives only an initial perception          
of the query method. The users were asked to formulate queries           
and as soon as they thought they had a finished query they were             
asked to move on to the next task. The tasks were formatted            
according to the results of the pre-study which suggested that          
popular search engines (for example Google Search) occasionally        
are perceived to misunderstand queries when the user inputs them          
with specific results in mind, but less so if the purpose of the             
search was less specific. Therefore, the tasks defined were set to           
be on a scale from more specific to less so. A specific query is in               
this context a query where more details regarding the expected          

result was given and the participants had to make up their own            
keywords and keyword weights. The least specific task where to          
just search for schools in the area. The most specific task instead            
asked the participant to search for a specific information webpage          
of a specific school. The topic were chosen due to the fact that             
relevant results were able to find in the search engine supplied by            
the the research principal. The participants were encouraged to         
think-aloud when executing the tasks. Think-aloud entails       
encouraging the participants to think aloud, but with minimum         
interaction between the participant and the interviewer in order to          
avoid interfering with the participants’ thoughts [4]. A think-aloud         
protocol was documented for each participant and later analysed         
together with the rest of the interview material. The tasks did not            
expect any specific result in terms of specific web address or           
similar, meaning the participant could not fail a task. The          
interview questions were formulated to give an understanding to         
how the participants perceived the tailored keyword search when         
doing the tasks, focusing on learnability and efficiency. The         
search engine supplied by the research principal did only search          
on Swedish domains. Therefore the tasks associated to the         
interviews were formulated to entail results available on Swedish         
domains. This should however not affect the results due to the fact            
that all participants spoke Swedish fluently, and since the aim of           
the research project were not to evaluate the performance of the           
search engine (the relevance of the results) but to introduce the           
tailored keyword search method of writing queries.  

A “Wizard of Oz”-experiment (WoZ), for example,       
could have been built into the execution of the tasks. However,           
since an already functional SUI existed before the research project          
(see Figure 3 and Figure 4), it was deemed to be more interesting             
to evaluate that SUI for the purposes of the employer. 

3.2 Data analysis 
Thematic analysis was used as the method of analyzing         

the data from the perspective of the research question. Thematic          
analysis was used due to its ability to analyze the diverse,           
complex and nuanced data that is qualitative data [10]. Thematic          
analysis is a method for identifying, analyzing and reporting         
patterns (themes) within a dataset [3]. One risk when analyzing          
qualitative data is that the author makes personal interpretations         
due to the fact that there is no base for statistically proven results.             
However, it has been considered throughout the research project         
to not put any personal values or opinions into the interpretation           
of the results. According to Virginia Braun and Victoria Clarke          
thematical analysis includes familiarization of the data, coding the         
data and searching for themes, as well as refining them throughout           
the process [3]. The coding worked as a method of categorizing           
the data according to Nielsen’s and Molich’s principles for         
designing SUIs, and from these categories the dominating themes         
could be derived [15]. 

4. RESULTS 
In this section the tailored keyword search method is         

presented, as well as the results of the interviews separated into           
the two usability quality components mentioned in the method         
description. The results are supported by quotes from the         
interviews. To ensure anonymity, the participants are referred to         
as “P” for participant and a number between one and seven to            
separate the participants from each other. 

4.1 Search user interface 
The SUI used to present the tailored keyword search to          

the interview participants can be seen in Figure 3 and in Figure 4.             

 

 



 

 

Figure 3. The SUI used to present the query method to the 
interview participants as seen before user impact. 

 

Figure 4. The SUI with six entered keywords with their 
respective weight variables. Under follows a cut off piece of 

the result table. 

 

The keyword input field could only comprehend single words, and          
therefore it was impossible to search for phrases. This was due to            
the underlying algorithm that separated each word and divided it          
into a hashmap linking a word to an address. The “Add           
word”-button allowed the user to add more keywords by adding a           
new row with two identical input boxes. “Remove word” deleted          
the row of input boxes positioned vertically lowest, and thereby          
removed a keyword from the query. “Search” executes the         
relevancy calculating algorithm. “Save” allowed the user to save         
the list of keywords and weight variables so that the same query            
can be used again later without having to type it again.  

In the SUI used in this research project the weight          
variable was defined to be an integer ranged from -100 to 100. A             
word with a weight variable set to 100 would suggest that the            
word is of maximum importance for the search. A word with the            
weight variable set to 0 would suggest that the word has no            
meaning what so ever to the search. A word with a weight            
variable set on the negative side of the scale would suggest that            
the word is conflicting with the purpose of the search, and -100            
corresponds to maximum conflict. 

4.2 Learnability 
All interview participants were prior the interview used        

to and familiar with popular web search engines, Google Search          
in particular. All participants said to be using Google Search on a            
daily basis. Almost every participant expressed that their        
unfamiliarity with the query method presented in this study         
prevented them from making more optimized searches. P1 said to          
be unable to search as quickly with the tailored keyword search as            
with Google Search, due to unfamiliarity to the query method: 

 

I am so used to searching in that way. This is the first             
time I am searching with this method, so from that          
perspective I would probably have searched for it faster         
in Google. (P1) 

 

P2 and P5 also expressed unfamiliarity to the query method to be            
a problem and meant that getting familiar with the tailored          
keyword search would require some time: 

 

I am of course used to searching in Google so it was            
hard to get used to this way of searching. (P2) 

 

The search method seems useful but it is just so hard to            
fully learn how to use it optimally in such a short time.            
(P5) 

 

The difference between the query method of Google Search and          
the tailored keyword search that these two quotes refer to is that            
while the tailored keyword search provides one input box for          
every single keyword in a search to which the user also has to             
provide a weight variable, in Google Search the user simply          
writes as many keywords as the user wishes into a single input            
box. Hence, understanding the weight variable and how to         
optimize it seemed to be the bottleneck of sorts for learning the            
search method. A trend was that although being able to set a            
weight variable for each keyword provided a sense of         
understanding of the relevancy calculations, no user got a full          
understanding of the actual underlying mathematical calculations.       
This was something that P3 emphasized: 

 

I like that I can alter these values but I do not see how              
the values add up to that. (P3) 

 

P4 recognized the same problematics and described the problem         
more direct upon the question on whether or not P4 understood           
how the weight values added up to the relevance-score of the           
result table (see Figure 4): 

 

No I do not understand it. Or I mean I understand that it             
has something to do with these numbers but I cannot          
know exactly how they are being used. (P4) 

 

Several interview participants further explained that learning how        
to use the weight variable in an optimal way seemed hard due to             

 

 



 

its wide range, as this quote from P7 shows: 

 

The scale of this significance-number, the weight, is just         
so big. I do not understand why I would need it to be             
that big. (P7) 

 

Other participants expressed issues relating to the actual numbers         
and how they personally interpreted them. P1 preferred even         
numbers: 

 

Should I put 100 or 98? I would always use even           
numbers. (P1) 

 

P2 was generally uncomfortable with the wide range of integers: 

 

I am not sure since I am new to this method of searching             
and I do not know math so I can not understand how            
important the numbers are, but as of right now I would           
like a smaller range of numbers. (P2) 

4.3 Efficiency 
It was expressed that the time to learn the new query           

method might be troubling for the future users. This was due to            
the fact that they would have to be thoroughly convinced to           
change to a new query method, since it is easier to just keep using              
a query method that they already are familiar with. In other words,            
the learnability might be an obstacle if it is too hard to get             
comfortable enough with the tailored keyword search for the users          
to use it efficiently. P4 was one participant who thought that it            
would take some convincing to change from Google Search to the           
tailored keyword search: 

 

I am satisfied with Google most of the time, so I would            
probably just stick with Google unless I would be         
extremely impressed by the effeciency of this method. It         
is an effort that is required by me to get used to this             
method which I do not know if I would be willing to            
make. (P4) 

 

P7 stated that the key for the tailored keyword search to be            
perceived by a user as efficient is learning how to use the weight             
variables optimally, and that the search engine does in fact          
generate relevant results: 

 

If I would understand how to optimize the weight         
variables and the results would be accurate, I would         
probably find this method useful and efficient. (P7) 

 

However, a general conclusion made by most participants was         
that how they formulate search queries depends on the overlaying          
purpose of the search. Moreover, many told that while the simple           
keyword search that Google Search and other popular search         
engines are offering is generally great in situations of general          
information-related searches and for more ambiguous search       
purposes, where the desired result is not clear to the user and the             

user is therefore more interested in popular results. When the          
search purpose is strictly fact related the participants expressed         
that it is very easy to formulate the query and the search engine             
(Google) is perceived by the participants to understand easily and          
delivers the answer when it comes to general information. When          
the participants have no specific result in mind it was expressed           
that it is experienced to be harder to formulate the query.           
However, since the desired result is ambiguous to the user, the           
result delivered by the search engine (Google) based on for          
example machine learning and popularity is often satisfying. For         
that reason P3 thought that searching for general information is          
efficient in Google Search: 

 

For example, I think Google is great if I quickly want to            
find out when Magnus Uggla is born or information like          
that. (P3) 

 

However, when the desired result is not ambiguous and the          
participants expects something very specific that is not classified         
as general information, popular search engines are often perceived         
by the participants to misunderstand the query and the overlaying          
purpose of the search. P2 said that Google Search often seem to            
only understand a part of the query: 

 

It understands half of my purpose. It understands the         
question but not what I am looking for. (P2) 

 

P3 gave an example of when this caused Google Search          
misunderstood P3’s search purpose: 

 

We were buying new wallpaper for a bedroom recently         
and wanted a wallpaper with a marine theme,        
specifically with lighthouses on them, and that became        
troublesome. I found some eventually, but it took me         
alot of time before I did, which I don’t think it should            
have. (P3) 

 

P3 said the following upon further questions on what the problem           
seemed to be:  

 

I get loads of blogs and I do not understand how that is             
relevant for the query when I have the word “buy” in it.            
(P3) 

 

In the same situation, when the desired result is something very           
specific and not just general information, most participants        
mentioned that they thought that they would benefit from the          
query method suggested in this study. P1 commented that,  

 

If I am searching for technical documentation, for        
example, something very specific, in that case it would         
be nice to have this and write a word and say that this is              
very important. (P1) 

 

 

 



 

A recurring theme was that the participants did not only see the            
benefits of highlighting the importance of some keywords, but         
also expressed interest in the negative part of the weight variable           
scale (-1 to -100), which defines more or less counteracting          
words. The explanation to this was that the participants saw          
opportunity in using this part of the scale to exclude some web            
pages, in other words use it as a filtering function.  

 

If I could tell the search engine that the word ‘blue’ is            
very important and that ‘red’ is counteracting I should         
get better results. Google often replaces a word in the          
queries with something it thinks is better or just adds it.           
So it would be nice to stop that from happening if I            
know what word Google might add. (P5) 

 

An observation made during the tasks however was that this          
functionality was rarely used when formulating queries for the         
tasks. 

Several participants were expressing that some simple       
functionality would be beneficial for their productivity. Many        
comments regarded simple aiding functionality like autocorrect       
and some functionality suggesting keywords. However, what       
these suggestions should be based on was not clear to the           
participants that mentioned this. This was made clear during the          
task stage of one interview when P5 said: 

 

I felt like some autocorrect functionality and maybe        
getting some word-suggestions would not hurt. (P5) 

 

Also, one of the most common comments was that they were           
missing the ability to search for phrases, and that the lack of that             
ability were limiting their efficiency: 

 

I definitely believe that if I could have the option to           
explain that two words should come after one another I          
would get better results. Or at least in some sort of           
closeness to each other. (P1) 

 

P6 had the same idea as P1 and explained that not being able to              
search for phrases was limiting the ability to write good phrases: 

 

I feel off not being able to search for phrases. If I            
cannot do that, my capability of writing good queries is          
limited. (P6) 

 

P1 further expressed to be missing some sort of warning from the            
interface that would tell if a result was missing some of the more             
important words, for example. words with a high weight variable          
value: 

 

I recognized that a web page could get a high score and            
end up on the top part of the results without having           
some of the important words. I would like a warning          
telling me that. (P1) 

 

Furthermore, a design related functionality problems was also        
raised. Most of these issues was related to the weight variable           
being too confusing by being to large, for example the following           
by P1:. 

 

It felt like most of time time was put into coming up with             
good words, but also choosing a weight for them. The          
weight feels too exact to me, I have a hard time relating            
to a large scale like 1-100. (P1) 

 

Upon asking for suggestions on a preferable method it was stated           
that a smaller scale would suffice. P1 suggested both a ten grade            
scale, and a four grade scale.  

5. DISCUSSION 
In this section the three themes derived from the         

thematic analysis will be presented and discussed in relation to the           
research question as well as the background. The themes describe          
factors of the tailored keyword search that were either perceived          
as beneficial or limiting in some user scenarios. The themes are           
supported by quotes from the interview participants. Furthermore,        
possible future research will be discussed and suggested. 

According to Wilson [21] control in the context of         
SUI’s are features that help the user modify, refine, restrict or           
expand their written query. Nielsen and Molich [16, 17] have a           
broader defintion which states that control is a matter of freedom,           
and that it is important not to force users into a fixed pathway,             
which in turn can be related to web accessibility and internet           
neutrality. Learnability is important in terms of control since it          
would be contradictory to suggest a control giving query method          
if it is considered to be too difficult for a user to learn how to use                
efficiently. Furthermore, it is important in terms of web         
accessibility to make a SUI as intuitive as possible, but without           
affecting the control in searching the web negatively [11]. Nielsen          
[15] states that efficiency is important to make a SUI satisfactory           
to use when the user has learned how to use it. Thereby moving             
the control from the search engine to the user also enables the            
user’s control of productivity.  

5.1 Theme: Learning curve 
As mentioned in the results and method, all interview         

participants were prior familiar with the regular keyword search         
from using Google Search. Furthermore, the regular keyword        
search is the query method that most users have come to expect            
[21, 23]. Hence there is an obstacle that needs to be surpassed in             
order for an alternative search method to appear usable to a user.            
That obstacle is that the effort of learning the new search method            
must be perceived by the user to be reasonable in relation to the             
benefits from doing so.  

Most interview participants expressed some level of       
concern for the time needed to understand the tailored keyword          
search well enough for it to be efficient. This concern seems to            
relate to how to optimize the use of the weight variable, or to the              
benefits of doing so. P1, P2, P3 and P5 expressed a concern for             
that many users might not want to bother learning a new search            
method. The reason for this according to P1, P2 and P5 is that the              
misinterpretation sometimes made by popular search engines are        
mostly not serious enough to make an entire new search method           
reasonable. P1 and P3 further explained that they thought that          
most user cases does not have a need for the level of control that              

 

 



 

the tailored keyword search offers. They suggested that users that          
continuously have a need for searching with a very specific result           
in mind are more likely to be more willingly to learn a new search              
method if the new search method would grant them more control           
in doing so. From these statements and the conclusion already          
stated by Wilson [21] and Jeffrey Xu Yu, Lu Qin and Lijun Chang             
[23], it can be reasonable to believe that the tailored keyword           
search will be more interesting to users that continuously search          
for specific result and need to either underline the importance of           
some part of the query, or filter out words that are likely to             
mislead the result otherwise.  

An observation made during the tasks completed by the         
participants before the interviews was that it takes relatively much          
time to write a complete query with both keywords and weights.           
The bottleneck was that the weight variables took a lot of time for             
the participants to set in relation to the keywords themselves. As           
seen in the results, the difficulty of setting a good weight variable            
is something that many participants pointed to. Therefore it could          
be reasonable to implement the following changes in the future:          
make the weight variable scale smaller, and add more instruction          
to its meaning in the SUI. A smaller scale was suggested by P1,             
and further research would be needed to decide upon its size.  

Another change that might be reasonable to increase        
learnability is to either complement the negative scale with a          
“exclude keyword” option that simply filter out results including         
that keyword, or replace the negative scale with it all together.           
The reason is that although many user expressed interest in the           
negative scale, no one actually used it when completing the tasks           
before the interviews. Help and documentation is one of the ten           
building blocks for a succesful SUI according to Nielsen and          
Molich [16, 17]. Therefore, some of the problems with         
understanding the weight variable might be blamed on the fact          
that the SUI used in this research project did not have sufficient            
instructions. Clear help and instructions could help prevent errors         
made by the users, which in turn enables efficiency. Both error           
prevention and efficiency are important factors, and key points in          
Nielsen’s and Molich’s ten principles [16, 17] that need         
consideration in any SUI.  

It needs to be considered which the user-cases where         
learning a new query method are. As mentioned in the keyword           
search section, only about ten percent are making use of the           
special commands which Google Search is offering. The Google         
Search commands, just like the tailored keyword search, offer         
control to the users by making it possible to further specify the            
query and thereby require an additional effort in comparison to          
merely writing the keywords. Therefore it might be reasonable to          
believe that those ten percent are the user-cases which might be           
interested in the tailored keyword search. However, the question         
still remains of what these user-cases actually entails. The         
interviews of this research project suggests that they are cases          
where the desired result lays beyond popular demand, and also          
something rather specific. 

5.2 Theme: Functionality of the SUI 
Out of Wislons’s [21] four feature groups this research         

project aims to evaluate the first two: Input and Control. In the            
input field of a SUI the users are able to express what they are              
looking for. Usually control features are separated from this field,          
usually as some sort of form with little relation to the words            
written by the user in the input field. That itself is not negative, it              
might even enable more control and boost chances of finding          

relevant results. However, what the tailored keyword search        
enables is the possibility of controlling the actual written input.          
The ten principles by Molich’s and Nielsen’s [16, 17] are          
considered to be crucial for a successful and usable SUI and are            
closely related to Wilson’s [21] four groups. While Nielsen and          
Molich [16, 17] suggests more ingoing design principles, Wilson         
focuses on the features the SUI entails [21]. Both lists are very            
current even though they are not brand new (Nielsen and Molich           
compiled their list in 1990). This is due to their pure theoretical            
approach; both lists merely suggests and separates important        
theoretical principles rather than suggest direct design       
implementations. Three bullet points that be concluded from both         
lists is the following: 

 

● The user should be able to get an understanding of how           
to use the SUI from help and documentation visible in          
the SUI itself. This is a principle in Molich’s and          
Nielsen’s list [16, 17] and can be related to         
informational features that Wilson [21] describes.  

● The search process should be clear and visible to the          
user, and make it easy to make changes to the query or            
make a new search as of whole. This is related to the            
support recognition principle of Molich and Nielsen       
[16, 17]. This would also be considered an infomational         
feature according to Wilson [21].  

● Personisable features [21] is closesly related to the        
principle of flexibility and efficiency by Molich and        
Nielsen [16, 17]. The user should be able to personalize          
a query to increase efficiency.  

 

Implementing the tailored keyword search in a real life search          
engine would require both design and features to be reevaluated          
according to the principles of Molich and Nielsen [16, 17] and in            
relation to Wilson’s feature groups [21]. The most obvious         
features lacking in the SUI used to present the tailored keyword           
search (see Figure 3) is informational features. By adding help          
and documentation on how the search method works confusion         
that occurred for the participants might have been avoided, and          
the participant might have had a more satisfying experience         
completing the tasks. One thing that was considered however, was          
to keep the user reminded of the query as well make it possible to              
change it, or easily make a new one. The tailored keyword search            
has a very protrusive personizable feature in the weight variable,          
which might increase efficiency for some user cases.  

Additional features and alterations to consider were also        
mentioned in the interviews. Alter the weight variable scale has          
already been mentioned, and it needs to be further researched          
what the scale should be to endorse both control and intuitiveness.           
The negative scale could be replaced or complemented with         
something similar to a feature in Google Search that allows the           
user to exclude words by putting a minus-sign before them in the            
input field. Adding autocorrect and word suggestions could be         
also be added. However, it needs to be carefully considered how           
these suggestions are being calculated to not force the user upon a            
previously unintended search path. If To ensure no impact is          
being made this should therefore be avoided. 

5.3 Theme: Search purpose 
The underlying search purpose can be considerable for        

several reasons. For example, deciding upon a search engine and          
how to formulate the query are dependant of what the user aim to             

 

 



 

achieve. The aim of any UI, let alone a SUI, should be to             
understand and support the intended users as best as possible. The           
goal with the tailored keyword search is to move control to the            
user in terms of increasing the understanding by which means the           
search engine calculate relevancy. Hence, the user that might         
consider the tailored keyword search is likely to require more          
control. Search engines leave most users unaware of how search          
engine actually sort and select the content it present to them even            
though its grave importance to their independent living [11]. To          
make search engines truly accessible the method of sorting and          
selecting content to present to the user should either be clearly           
visible to the user or moved completely to the user’s control. The            
keyword search aims to achieve the latter.  

As Susan E. Feldman states [6], queries in SUI’s         
utilizing the simple keyword search does generally not provide         
enough information for the search engine to provide relevant         
results. This is the reason why popular search engines want to use            
external data to disambiguate the queries. The external data can be           
personal search history and popular demand, for example.        
However, although sufficient in most user cases [21, 23] this          
might not always be beneficial to the users’ needs. Therefore,          
enabling the user to disambiguate the queries themselves might         
induce more control and freedom which according to the third          
principle by Nielsen and Molich [16, 17] is important in any SUI.            
The question thus becomes when disambiguating the query        
manually is beneficial to the user. The answer to that question,           
according to the interviews, seem to lay in search purpose. More           
specifically the answer seem to lay in the desired result of the            
search and how ambiguous it is. The results point to that web            
searches with less specific, or in other words ambiguous results          
expected may not have as much benefits from manually         
disambiguating the query. That could mean that a web-search         
where the by the user expected result is not ambiguous might           
benefit from the user manually disambiguating the query. If the          
desired result is ambiguous it seems like the user might be more            
susceptible to outside input on relevancy calculations.  

Although not evaluated thoroughly in this research       
project, the “Save” button (see Figure 3) could counteract some of           
the concerns raised by the participants. It was said by several           
participants that the time needed to complete a query might be           
problem for many user-cases. But when making using of the          
“Save”-functionality this could partially be diverted for queries        
that the user search for continuously. This is due to that the user             
could then save the query and not have to write it again            
afterwards. 

5.4 Future research 
This research project only addressed the initial       

perception of the tailored keyword search, and is therefore merely          
scratching the surface of what usability the query method         
contains. To get a complete understanding of what actual benefits          
and limitations the query method entails for its users, further          
evaluations and user testing are recommended. Evaluations of all         
usability criteria is needed to ensure the tailored keyword search’s          
complete usability aspects. Several functionality elements that       
need to be considered have been suggested in the study.          
Furthermore, investigating the effectiveness of the query method        
through user testing with a more quantitative research approach         
would be interesting to gain a statistical knowledge on its          
advantages and limitations. Even though it would probably not         
generate a deeper understanding of the user experience, it could          
help understanding of factors such as error frequency and relative          

time. 

This research project focused on a working prototype of         
the tailored keyword search (see Figure 3 and Figure 4) and many            
issues detected were directly related to the presented SUI rather          
than the definition of tailored keyword search. Therefore, it would          
be a good idea to conduct, for example, a “Wizard of           
Oz”-experiment (WoZ) to determine how the tailored keyword        
search should work in a SUI. The original idea of the with the             
research project was to conduct focus group rather than         
interviews. However, this was rejected for the same reason as          
WoZ was rejected. With an already existing prototype an         
evaluation where chosen as a more suitable method. However,         
when evaluating the tailored keyword search on a more theoretical          
level it might be interesting to consider focus groups instead.          
When testing the tailored keyword search for explicit        
user-scenarios or user-groups it might be better to conduct a strict           
usability test with variables and a hypothesis defined. 

The tailored keyword search could be integrated into        
existing search engines. Even though the importance of excluding         
non-user controlled result calculations in this research project was         
essential both for the research principal and with respect to web           
accessibility, it might not be to other researchers. For example,          
could the weight variable somehow be implemented in a regular          
keyword search, in for example Google Search or DuckDuckGo? 

Another possibly interesting study angle would be to        
focus on a user group of employees and work-related search          
purposes. This is due to that work-related searches often are more           
specific and repetitive. Therefore, it is possible that work         
situations could benefit from taking the time to optimize a tailored           
keyword search and save it for continous use. 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
The goal of the study was to get an understanding of           

when a search user interface user might desire more control in           
terms of explaining to the search engine how relevant each          
keyword of a query is to the search as a whole, and what the              
benefits and limitations of doing so might be. It has been found            
that popular search engines often are perceived to misunderstand         
or misinterpret the user’s search purpose. Therefore, in situations         
where the user has a clear idea of what result is being expected it              
might be beneficial to give them more control in explaining to the            
search engine what that is. The tailored keyword search was          
experienced by the participants of this study to require more of an            
effort to use that a regular keyword search (as offered by Google            
Search for example). This suggests that most users might not want           
to bother to use the tailored keyword search for everyday use.           
Nevertheless the participants saw benefits in being able to value          
each keyword. The benefits were that being able to emphasize the           
importance of a keyword in relation to the rest of the query leads             
to a more personalized result generation. The participants did         
experience control when using the tailored keyword search due to          
this benefit. However, the particpants also concluded that the         
effort of learning to use the tailored keyword search efficiently is           
a limitation. Also, the time needed to write a query and optimize            
the weight variables is also a clear limitation. Because of the           
effort required to both add keywords and manually value each          
word by the weight variable, it was found that the user scenarios            
which benefits of using the tailored keyword search are those with           
a recurrent search purpose and with a specific type of result in            
mind. Thereby the user would be able to optimize a search, save it             
and then search for it again without having to go through the            

 

 



 

effort of optimizing it a second time. The tailored keyword search           
should be carefully developed with more features endorsing the         
ten design principles by Nielsen and Molich [16, 17]. The most           
urgent addition might be to add help and instructions to increase           
the learnability of the SUI in which the prototype is being used. 
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